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	Beginning SQL Server 2000 for Visual Basic Developers, 9781590592731 (1590592735), Apress, 2003

	This is the only book that provides comprehensive coverage of SQL Server 2000 specifically from a Visual Basic programmer's point of view. SQL Server is now the first choice for the Visual Basic developer who wants a more powerful, reliable, and sophisticated database than Microsoft Access can provide. SQL Server 2000 is tightly integrated with Windows 2000, offering more support for XML and much improved Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) services.


	This book is for Visual Basic developers who want to integrate SQL Server 2000 into their applications. It covers everything you need to know to work with SQL Server 2000 and provide users of your Visual Basic and web-based applications with controlled access to your data. You'll start with an introduction to designing and creating a database and then move on to create increasingly complex T-SQL stored procedures. Throughout, you'll learn how to incorporate data access (including ADO) into your Visual Basic applications, manage security, and make data available across the Web.
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Advertising For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
Advertising, despite whatever impressions you have or information you’ve heard, isn’t complicated — or rather, it’s only as complicated as you want it to be. Sure, a lot is involved with advertising. Print, broadcast, outdoor, direct mail, collateral materials, Internet — each media has its own positives and negatives,...

		

Barron's Finance & Investment Handbook (5th ed)Barron's Educational Series, 1998

	People retiring in the early years of the 21st century, the so-called baby boom generation, have witnessed a

	revolution in the world of finance and investment during their working years. The forces of globalization assure that

	their children, now in their earning years, face a future just as dynamic.
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Mathematics, Computer Science and Logic - A Never Ending Story: The Bruno Buchberger FestschriftSpringer, 2013

	This book presents four mathematical essays which explore the foundations of mathematics and related topics ranging from philosophy and logic to modern computer mathematics. While connected to the historical evolution of these concepts, the essays place strong emphasis on developments still to come. 


	The book originated in a...





	

Beginning CSS3Apress, 2012


	CSS3 is the latest version of Cascading Style Sheets, the language that in the hands of a skilled designer turns

	the ugly duckling of unadorned HTML into the gracious swan of a sophisticated web page. Some web designers

	will tell you dismissively that CSS3 won’t be ready for years. In one sense, they’re right. Instead of...

		

Statics with MATLABSpringer, 2013

	Engineering mechanics involves the development of mathematical models of the physical world. Statics addresses the forces acting on and in mechanical objects and systems. Statics with MATLAB®  develops an understanding of the mechanical behavior of complex engineering structures and components using MATLAB®  to...


		

Introduction to Insurance Mathematics: Technical and Financial Features of Risk TransfersSpringer, 2011

	The book aims at presenting technical and financial features of life insurance, non-life insurance, pension plans. The book has been planned assuming non-actuarial readers as its "natural" target, namely - advanced undergraduate and graduate students in Economics, Business and Finance; - professionals and technicians operating in...
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